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Alette Simmons-Jiménez the Triumph of a New Filmmaker
by Mery Sánchez Mulet
North American painter Alette Simmons-Jiménez established in the country for several years
now, was the winner of the first prize in the art video category in the recently finalized XVIII Biennial
of Visual Arts.
Simmons-Jiménez won the award for her work titled “A Couple of Days in the Life of Julie
Ozama”, a video lasting six minutes.
In such short time, the painter and new filmmaker is able to submerge the spectator in the
suffocating world of Julie Ozama.
This woman with worn out sensuality sees the hours pass by from her unchanging solitude.
The director submits her only character to a tiresome solitude. The window will be her only
element of connection to the exterior world. The television, the medium of communication parexcellence of this turbulent contemporaneity, appears mute and absent, it does not receive, as
neither does the protagonist, any signal that activates it.
Life goes on far away, distanced from Julie. Outside the sun rises and the sun sets, but in her
room time passes unaltered.
Julie Ozama has become trapped in a vicious cycle of solitude just like that coach’s wheel that
she sees from the window.
Alette Simmons-Jiménez rightfully uses her talents as a painter. A great part of the landscapes
that come about on the other side of the window were painted by her and later animated by video
technology.
“A Couple of Days in the Life of Julie Ozama” presents with painful clarity the terrible
loneliness and isolation that human beings are sometimes subjected to in this time of debauchery and
overwhelming routine.
Julie can be anyone who does not overcome being entangled ian everyday ordeals. She
represents those people that become enslaved by their problems and the ensuing fixations they
generate. Those who are not able to make time move forward and cannot possess or join in reality,
run the risk of becoming detached and frozen like the doll that replaces Julia in the final scene.
Alette Simmons-Jiménez, by way of her winning video, becomes a narrator of the sentiments
and the fears that seize this epoch.
With this work she has enriched her artistic curriculum. Simmons-Jiménez shows her
versatility, and with one more title, she solidifies the chain of group and solo exhibitions that make up
her work in the world of visual arts.
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Juror’s Statement:
1st Prize in Video goes to Alette Simmons-Jimenez and the work "A Couple of Days in the Life of Julie
Ozama" a visual exploration realized via a dialogue of the formal elements of video. The constant
transforming set is a dramatic character as important as Julie Ozama, the woman-object. The
mysterious illumination creates an atmosphere charged with expectations. The editing is full of
surprising yet harmonious transitions using the technique of animation as a pictorial element. This
video is a mirror unto itself, possessing undisputable brilliance.
Jean-Louis Jorge, Film & Television Producer
Jury Panel Member

